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NOW ACCEPTING WANT LISTS:
Visit ExecutiveCurrency.com to submit 

your coin and paper money desires!

Our Upcoming Shows:
Dalton, GA (GNA) • April 19-21
Schaumburg, IL (CSNS) • May 1-4
Monroeville, PA (PAN) • May 16-18

ELITE ERRORS

1. $10/ $5 1928-A FRN, Double Denomination. For nearly 
a century, double denoms have been lauded as the King 
of Errors, as each side bears a different value. As these 
remain the undisputed King of Errors, this variety is the 
King of Kings. A mere twelve notes were released and later 
sold as part of the Grinnell collection during the 1940s. Of 
the original twelve, three remain untraceable. Each of the 
other three varieties of small size double denomination 
errors have considerably larger populations documented. 
Adding to the allure, this is from the first issue of small 
size notes; early enough that a numeral appears in the 
district seal rather than the familiar letter designator. A 
note absent from even the most advanced collections of 
errors, small size bills, or assemblages of the Richmond 
district. Generously margined for an issue where most 
carry a razor-thin right or left margin. This boasts all the 
hallmarks of a Very Choice New 64, leaving us to wonder 
about the ultra conservative grade. With Ch New examples 
of the 1934-D double denomination—far and away the 
most common variety—realizing $55,000 at auction, this 
eminently rarer and more important specimen should 
trade for tremendously more. PCGS-B Unc 62 (comment-
free). ....................................................................... $54,500

2. $5/$10 1934-D FRN, Fr. 1960-J, Double Denomination. 
A trophy of the highest caliber, this note features the five 
dollar denomination on the face with the back showcasing 
a well-centered ten dollar denomination. Preserved in 
pristine condition with the coveted Exceptional Paper 
Quality designation. PMG Ch Unc 64EPQ. ............ $44,500

3. $10 1929 NBN, Guttenberg (NJ), Charter 12806, Inverted 
Overprint. Brown serial numbers + Treasury seal 
upside down creating an incomparable visual effect. 
So prohibitively rare that even the most comprehensive 
collections of error notes lack an example. The error is 
documented on a mere five banks, with a single example, 
from a given bank, typifying the census. Specimens from 
anywhere in the country appear for public sale less than 
once every twenty years. The breath-taking specimen 
offered here is likely the finest extent. Wonderfully 
preserved and lovingly stored it appears considerably 
nicer than the assigned technical grade. An example 
is illustrated on page 170 of the 4th edition of United 
States Paper Money Errors where it carries a value of 
$50,000 in EF and is unpriced in higher grades. The crown 
jewel and pinnacle of the collection it enters next. Truly 
an opportunity of the millennium. PMG Ch Very Fine 
35 ............................................................................$19,995

4. $5 1977-A FRN Missing Second Print Error. Only 
serials + seals on face; back is normal. PCGS Gem New 
66PPQ. .........................................................................$995

5. $5 19xx FRN Missing Second Print Error. Same error as 
above. PMG Ch VF 35EPQ. ..........................................$595

6. $10 19xx FRN Missing Second Print Error. Same error; 
different denom. PMG Ch VF 35EPQ. ..........................$595

ENTICING LARGE SIZE

7. $5 1886 Silver Cert, Fr. 261 Silver Dollar Back. Small 
red seal is found on the face of this note that’s easiest 
recognized and often referred to by its back design 
featuring five Morgan Silver Dollars. If the perfect banknote 
exists to guide coin collectors into the paper realm, this is 
it. Very Fine. .............................................................. $2995

8. $5 1886 Silver Cert, Fr. 262 Silver Dollar Back. Large 
red spiked seal. This note traded hands a few times, 
but managed to escape circulation entirely free of any 
negative comments. These quickly become out of reach 
in higher grades; therefore, we’re ecstatic to present this 
offering. PCGS-B VF 20. ........................................... $2995

9. $10 1922 Gold Cert, Fr. 1173 Hillegas. Looks Unc with 
vivid back!! Great buy! PCGS-B Ch AU 58. ................ $1395

10. $10 1922 Gold Cert, Fr. 1173 Hillegas. White paper, 
vibrant inks, bold back! PMG VF 20. ...........................$325

11. $20 1882 GC, Department Series–Gold Coin. Highly 
collectible, but rarely this affordable. To be this affordable, 
this note had to trade hands a few times, but fortunately, 
it still has integrity with rich inks on each side. To be 
expected with any collectible in this condition, there are a 
few edge nicks and well-concealed pinholes that are only 
barely visible when the note is backlit. Fine. ..............$750

12. $20 1906 GC, Fr. 1183. 1906 Gold Certificate. Seen 
less often than later design. This note has attractive and 
well-balanced margins despite receiving a ‘minor trimmed’ 
comment. PCGS-B EF 40. ............................................$895

13. $50 1922 GC, Fr. 1200 Fifty Dollar Gold Cert. This note 
faces up like a well-margined Ch CU. Flip it over and the 
back is as vivid and deep orange as the day it was printed. 
Some tiny rust freckles appear, but aren’t optionable and 
not bad enough to ‘net.’ Great look; better value! PMG Ch 
VF 35. .........................................................................$2495

14. $100 1882 GC, Fr. 1210 Department Series Hundred. 
Beautiful coloring on both sides of this Benton including 
a very nice orange back for this series. PMG Very Fine 
20. ............................................................................. $3295

15. $100 1922 GC, Fr. 1215 Benton–Gold Coin Retained 
good body + above average color for the grade, particularly 
on the back.Perfect for the type set collector looking for a 
nice problem-free example. PMG Very Fine 25 ........$2495

EXCEPTIONAL SMALL SIZE

16. $1,000 1934-A FRN Fr. 2212-G One Thousand–Chicago. 
Exactly one gentle center bend with no other handling. 
Sharp corners and bold inks. Destined to make a collector 
happy. PCGS-B Abt Unc 55. .......................................$5700

17. $500 1934 FRN, Fr.2101-D Five Hundred-Cleveland. 
An attractive and problem-free example of a high-
denomination that’s destined to turn heads. This note 
offers exceptional eye-appeal and comes without any 
problems or negative comments...as many do. PMG Ch VF 
35. ............................................................................. $2250

18. $20 1928, Fr. 2402 Gold Certificate Great margins, 
sharp corners, bold inks, and exceptional eye-appeal! It’s 
hard to imagine how it could look any better. LCGS Gem 
New 65PPQ. .............................................................. $2995

April Specials:

19. Coal Recovered from the Titanic: Early morning April 
15, 1912 the RMS Titanic succumbed to the damage of the 
iceberg it struck and sank to depths of the Atlantic Ocean. 
Only four days into her maiden voyage, this tragedy ranks 
amongst the deadliest peacetime maritime disasters with 
more than 1500 lives lost. While many of the ships contents 
will forever remain a possession of the sea, there were 
some pieces of coal that were recovered from the boiler 
that have an unquestionable provenance. Each piece of 
coal has been encapsulated in a floating display with the 
CAG/ NGC label reading “Coal Recovered From Boiler Of 
RMS Titanic” + includes an informative double-sided COA 
that shares a brief story of these sunken artifacts......$245

20. $5 1907 Legal Tender, Woodchopper. Pioneer Family 
with Lewis + Clark. Iconic and must-have design for every 
large size paper money collection. Attractive + affordable. 
Very Fine. .....................................................................$295

21. $20 1922 GC, Fr. 1187, Gold Certificate. Attractive, 
affordable, and comment-free! If we wouldn’t want it in 
our collection; we wouldn’t put it in yours. Small group 
available, all with pleasing backs. Offered at a discount. 
PMG Very Fine 20. .......................................................$425

On April 13, 1976 the new design of $2 FRNs was released 
to celebrate the bicentennial of American independence. 
The back design features the famous painting, Signing of 
the Declaration of Independence. Each note features a 13c 
stamp that’s been hand-canceled on the first day of issue. 
A perfect currency and stamp collector combo! Please note 
we have a few in stock; therefore, the SN and stamp may be 
different than illustrated.
22. $2 1976 FRN, First Day Cancellation. PCGS Very Choice 

New 64PPQ. ...................................................................$85
23. $2 1976 FRN, First Day Cancellation. PCGS Very Choice 

New 64. ..........................................................................$75


